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The Times of Israel has reported that the remains of three kidnapped boys in Israel have been
recovered. Initial reports show they were killed almost immediately and the search for them was
actually a recovery effort. The taunting by Hamas and PLO minions make the situation all the
more deadly.
Taking this in light of Ken Timmerman's theory that Iran was behind Benghazi, it makes no
sense for our government to work with any of these three groups for any reason. Iran has
already been found civilly culpable in the WTC II bombings. Hamas is a terrorist organization, as
is the Palestinian Authority.
UN Resolution 242, unanimously passed in 1968, granted Israel this territory because it had
been taken while driving back aggressive attacks, legal under the UN Charter. Israel has
already fulfilled any and all obligations under 242 to give back SOME NOT ALL land that was
taken in this self-defense move. Judea, Samaria, and Golan were deemed essential to the
defense of Israel by numerous US military studies.
To work with the sworn enemies of Israel in any capacity is an abrogation of the office of the
Executive and his staff. To down play the deadly, insidious, amoral character of these three
groups is to deny reality.
The foreign policy, if one deems to call this mish mash of actions a policy, in the Mid-East is an
atrocity. If Iran was behind the attacks in Benghazi, as is deemed plausible, this was an act of
war by Iran on us, and not the first. The kidnapping of the boys and their murder is likewise the
acts of a warlike people. One can only wait to see what video this administration will blame this
atrocity on. There must be some counter or these atrocities will go on.
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